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In the previous issue of ON THE
WALLS, you have been introduced to
our URBAN CONCRETE decorative
coating series. So, what’s new in this
issue?
Imitating the textures of natural
stones, our NATURALE collection is
now in the house to freshen up your
space, bringing nature closer to you.
Take a read to find out more!

WHO ARE WE
Founded in 2018, Wallco Holdings is a
quick growing Singapore based
company specializing in Wall & Floor
texture coatings.
Here in Wallco, we believe colours
and textures are more than just mere
decorative elements. They tell stories
and they create unique connections
between a space and its users. And
we, are committed to help you tell
your stories.
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F RESH
NATURALE is a series of microporous decorative coatings formulated
on the specific properties of materials such as lime hydrate, air lime,
purified clay, selected marbles, and natural sands et cetera.
Composing of these mineral nature materials with strong
connotations to healthful and fresh living, NATURALE is an excellent
choice for indoor applications.

ROBUST
Formulated under stringent guidelines, all materials are appropriately
balanced to ensure the highest quality of NATURALE can be
achieved. With the clay component creating a robust structure of
particles, and the usage of natural lime bonding all materials, the
structure is further reinforced, making it durable enough to withstand
the harsh exterior conditions for outdoor applications as well.
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Fine Living
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SOPHISTICATION
Imitating the textures of natural stones such as Granite (with natural granite filler), Limestones, Sandstones,
Marble and Pearlescent effect et cetera, go back to the basics with NATURALE and relive the ancient
story. Experience living to its finest with these contemporary textures that adds value and subtle character
to your space. NATURALE is a collection of easy to apply decorative coatings, that brings you exquisite
and elegant living without compromising on its quality.

SELECTION
From light to warm colours, smooth to crinkled textures, striated patterns to
pearly accents, NATURALE have it all. Find out more details today!

More colours and textures are available in our NATURALE series
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Did you know?
Limestones can be good
for people. Many sodas
and antacid tablets for
heartburns that we
consume today all
contains the active
ingredient Calcium
Carbonate, which are
mined from Limestones.
So, the next time you
take a burp after
drinking something
carbonated or consume
the Gaviscon, remember
you are taking a rock to
settle your stomach.
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